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Abstract—A wide range of web-based applications uses the 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) to ensure network 

resources are shared efficiently and fairly. As wired and wireless 

networks have become more complex, various end-to-end 

Congestion Control (CC) schemes have been developed, offering 

solutions through their proposed TCP variants. Network 

tomography, a powerful analytical tool, offers a unique 

perspective by measuring end-to-end performance to estimate 

internal network parameters, including latency. This estimation 

capability proves valuable, especially in cases where precise 

protocol performance evaluation is essential. TCP protocol can 

be improved significantly by properly estimating RTT time. It 

has resulted in better network conditions and improved 

reliability, as well as a higher level of user satisfaction. In this 

study, we propose a method to infer the link delay using network 

tomography and then adjust the RTT based on the delay 

estimation obtained in the previous step. Simulation results 

performed using the NS2 software show that the proposed 

method significantly improves the TCP protocol's Round-Trip 

Time (RTT) estimation by more than 15%. It reduces congestion, 

improves information transfer efficiency, and ensures the highest 

level of service in the network. 

Keywords—Latency; network tomography; end to end; 

depending on the probe 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The landscape of networking technologies has evolved 
significantly over the years, witnessing advancements that span 
multiple generations, including the emergence of 5G and the 
anticipation of 6G. The need for efficient data transfer 
mechanisms becomes increasingly pronounced as wired and 
wireless networks expand in complexity and scale. The 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has long been a 
cornerstone of network communication, ensuring reliable and 
adaptive data delivery in various applications [1, 2]. While 
high-speed networks have reached gigabit speeds, mobile 
wireless access networks have led to a proliferation of mobile 
hosts connected to the Internet via slow wireless links [3]. 
Further, the challenging characteristics of wireless links, such 
as the high packet loss rates or delays resulting from various 
factors, such as link-layer retransmissions or handoffs between 
connection points to the Internet, have posed significant 
challenges to Internet transport protocols [4, 5]. Today's 
Internet applications require a reliable mechanism to transfer 
data due to increasing performance requirements. TCP is 
extensively used as the transport protocol in many applications 
due to its ability to adapt to the properties of the network and 

its robustness in the face of many types of failures [6, 7]. 
However, the closed nature of legacy switches, which do not 
provide accurate visibility of network events, has limited the 
improvement of the performance of applications that rely on 
TCP [8]. 

In this rapidly evolving landscape of complex systems and 
advanced technologies, research has been directed toward 
optimizing control strategies and enhancing performance 
across various domains. The integration of hierarchical 
optimization and fuzzy logic has yielded promising results in 
addressing challenges posed by time-varying delays and 
disturbances in discrete large-scale systems [9, 10]. Machine 
learning techniques have also emerged as a powerful toolset for 
analyzing and managing network dynamics. Notably, studies 
have delved into the analysis of Android ransomware using 
hybrid approaches [11] and explored machine learning-based 
network slicing for efficient 5G network management [12]. 
Additionally, predictive models and probabilistic neural 
networks have been harnessed to forecast idle slot availability 
in wireless local area networks [13], while innovative cell 
designs have been introduced to enhance data collection 
efficiency in green IoT networks [14]. The integration of 
machine learning into data conditioning and forecasting 
methodologies has showcased its potential in optimizing well-
pad operations [15, 16]. In the rapidly evolving landscape of 
complex systems and advanced technologies, the fusion of 
association rule mining and urban public transportation 
assumes paramount importance. This synergy facilitates data-
driven decision-making, offering insights into commuter 
behavior, traffic patterns, and service optimization. As urban 
areas continue to grow, leveraging these tools empowers city 
planners and transport authorities to navigate the complexities 
of modern urban mobility, fostering efficiency, sustainability, 
and improved quality of life for urban dwellers [17, 18]. 
Moreover, sustainable energy technology has embraced novel 
concepts, such as power harvesting through ambient vibrations 
and capacitive transducers [19]. This compilation of research 
endeavors exemplifies the diverse and impactful directions that 
contemporary studies are exploring, aiming to unlock new 
frontiers of knowledge and practical application. 

TCP uses the fast retransmit mechanism to trigger 
retransmissions following the receipt of three consecutive 
duplicate acknowledgments (ACKs) [20]. As a backoff 
mechanism, the TCP retransmission timer expires if the TCP 
sender does not receive ACKs for a certain period of time. 
Upon expiration of the retransmission timer, the TCP sender 
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retransmits the first undelivered segment, assuming it is lost in 
the network [21]. Because retransmission timeouts (RTOs) can 
indicate that the network is heavily congested, the TCP sender 
resets its congestion window to one segment and gradually 
increases it in accordance with the slow start algorithm. 
Nevertheless, suppose the RTO occurs spuriously, and 
segments are still outstanding in the network. In that case, a 
false slow start may damage the potentially congested network 
by injecting additional segments at an increased rate [22]. One 
of the most crucial aspects of such a mechanism is how long 
after sending a package and receiving a receipt, the timeout 
must be announced. Network tomography offers the 
opportunity to actively measure link-level characteristics such 
as delay and loss on end-to-end paths at the link level [23]. 
Most network tomography techniques developed to date are 
based on one-way measurements, requiring cooperation from 
sending and receiving hosts. Consequently, the paths over 
which these techniques can be applied are severely limited 
[24]. This paper proposes a method for estimating link delay 
using network tomography, followed by adjusting the RTT in 
accordance with the delay value obtained in the previous step. 
Finally, the results from the study are used to improve the TCP 
retransmission mechanism to reduce latency and improve 
performance. The main contributions of this paper are 
summarized as follows: 

 We propose a novel method that leverages network 
tomography to estimate link delays and adjust RTT 
values, significantly improving TCP protocol 
performance. 

 Simulation results conducted using NS2 software 
demonstrate that our approach enhances TCP RTT 
estimation by over 15%, leading to reduced congestion, 
improved information transfer efficiency, and 
heightened service quality within the network. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. 
Section II presents a background of the problem. Section III 
provides a detailed description of the proposed method, 
outlining the key steps and innovative aspects of our approach. 
In Section IV, we present the results of empirical evaluations 
and comparisons, demonstrating the superiority of our method 
in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Finally, Section V 
summarizes our findings, highlights the contributions, and 
suggests potential avenues for future research. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Performance parameters within a network are difficult to 
measure directly by internal nodes as some may not 
communicate proactively for security reasons. The network 
tomography method provides a very convenient means of 
measuring network parameters since it measures only the end-
to-end characteristics of the network. In the end, the network is 
estimated based on its internal features. Many approaches are 
employed in network tomographies, such as estimating link 
level 1 parameters, determining network correlations, and 
calculating the network traffic matrix between the source and 
destination networks. 

Several methods are presented for estimating link delay via 
a tomography network. In some cases, the delay distribution is 

discrete. These methods assign end-to-end latencies and delay 
links based on assumed collections, and the probability of 
mass-delay links is calculated using the EM algorithm [25]. In 
a statistical model containing latent dependent variables that 
are imperceptible, the EM algorithm or maximum expected 
(expectation-maximization) is a repeatable method for finding 
the maximum value or estimate of the most likely value of an 
inductive (inferring from effects to causes) parameter set of 
parameters. The calculation will be repeated for most 
parameters in the expected results. Calculations and estimates 
are obtained in stage M to determine the distribution of latent 
variables used in the next iteration (E) [26]. The method used 
to estimate the delay of end-to-end latencies supposed links to 
collections are assigned. The possibility of mass-delay links is 
calculated using the EM algorithm. There are two limitations in 
the face of real networks: 

 In a real network, because the traffic load on some of 
the links is heavier and lighter for the other part of the 
link, packet delay can be quite different. So, if you set 
that delays end-to-end, links have been assigned to the 
minor premise. In this case, the desired levels of 
accuracy are not achieved. Suppose these sets are 
assumed to be large. In that case, complex 
computational problems arise, so selecting the 
appropriate set to assign end-to-end latency and link 
latency is impossible for these methods. 

 The large network size, usually with large amounts of 
complex data (sets assumed that the end-to-end delays 
and delays links are assigned to them) to obtain delays 
of all links face. However, the EM algorithm calculates 
the probability of each of the probe packets. However, 
if the input data set is large, these are time-consuming 
calculations and thus cannot link estimates on time 
delays for large-scale networks [27]. 

Unlike the discrete distribution models that estimate the 
delay, some methods are used to model continuous distribution 
delay. These methods assume that the distribution of the 
known delay follows. Examples of distributions include the 
Poisson distribution and Gaussian distribution compound [26, 
28]. Peterson and Davie [29] The authors sought to improve 
the algorithm to Kaczmarz to take advantage of computing 
linear tomography systems in the network. The algorithm in 
linear systems, adaptive control, and tomography systems with 
wireless sensor networks is used in nature and later as an 
iterative algorithm in these cases. This algorithm is based on 
mathematics, potential events, and the full and complex. 

In [30], routing and tomography have been amended using 
a series of evolutionary and biological matrices added and the 
idea of using algorithms. The framework of evolutionary 
algorithms solving the robustness and accuracy helps 
tomography. More studies in the area of network tomography 
are based on parametric models. The parametric model 
assumes that measuring data traffic depends on the number of 
defined parameters. For example, recent studies estimate the 
internal delay distribution. The probability mass distribution 
can be modeled as functions. In this context, parameters and 
the probabilities associated with each function are likely 
crimes. Some methods of inference delay focused on multicast 
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routing. The routing of packets sent from the sender to the 
recipient during an operation moved. During the probe packets, 
the paths split apart, double, and multiply [31]. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

With the advent of 5G and the impending rise of 6G, the 
networking landscape has been marked by transformative 
capabilities, promising higher data rates, lower latency, and 
greater network efficiency. These advancements are largely 
attributed to the proliferation of advanced wireless 
technologies, the expansion of device connectivity, and the 
integration of cutting-edge communication paradigms. As the 
industry shifts its focus toward ultra-low latency, these 
technologies are poised to reshape the dynamics of data 
transmission and drive the development of novel applications. 
In this dynamic context, the accurate estimation of Round-Trip 
Time (RTT) assumes heightened significance. RTT estimation 
plays a pivotal role in determining optimal retransmission 
timeouts, facilitating congestion control, and enhancing overall 
network performance. While conventional methods have 
sufficed in earlier network paradigms, the evolving landscape 
introduces new challenges and opportunities that necessitate 
innovative approaches. 

In order to maximize network efficiency, accurate RTT 
estimation and optimal RTO quantification are essential. The 
RTO must be longer than the return time or RTT. The RTT is 
affected by many factors, such as transmission delay, 
propagation delay, header processing time, ACK production 
time, etc. Consequently, RTT is not a static value in real-world 
environments and will change over time. In this case, the 
change reflects the conditions mentioned in the examples. The 
RTO should not be set with more than enough, as this will lead 
to long delays. Additionally, there is an important question to 
be addressed: what happens if the route changes? What should 
be done if the network traffic situation and the status of the 
intermediate nodes change? It is, therefore, necessary to repeat 
this estimate regularly. The period can be repeated with an 
appropriate interval of time, such as 20 milliseconds. In order 
to send probes, a condition may be set, which will result in re-
sending the packets if that condition is met. Network 
conditions will be estimated correctly again. Knowledge of any 
link to update, to help without sending the actual data and only 
based on the information provided by the source node is placed 
tomography, the parameters needed to set up protocols like 
TCP. 

These parameters may also be estimated based on other 
ideas for calculating them. By estimating the RTT more 
accurately, the TCP can retransmit at better times and increase 
the number of these posts. In order to overcome the problems 
mentioned above, a method based on the unicast delay 
estimates tomography is recommended for improving TCP. 
Tomography is used in this way for both end-to-end and link-
to-link tomography. Tomography can be used by any network 
node to calculate the delay on links, whether it is the 
transmitter or any other node on the network. 

Furthermore, it can assist in improving the routing process. 
To estimate network delay, we first use tomography. To 
estimate the number of packet delay probe pairs, unreachable 
packets are sent from the source node to the destination node. 

End-to-end packets are bursts that act as end-to-end 
communications. A delay equation is developed using the 
relationship between the delay and the delay link that routes 
packets of information to the probe. Our solution is derived 
from equations described in the previous chapter to estimate 
the quantity delay optimally. The route is calculated based on 
the number of nodes, and each node will have some delay in 
packets. In general, course delays are little more than the sum 
of the delays from link to link. As each node experiences a 
delay in processing, queuing, or propagation, connections are 
also created. The decision to send real-time packets may result 
in incorrect calculations and the loss of influence tomography 
performed to adjust the network RTT in the TCP protocol 
when the decision is made to send packets in real-time. 

In spite of the fact that the processing delay may seem 
insignificant at first, it does not have any significant impact on 
large networks with high traffic, especially when there are a 
number of intermediate nodes and those with high and low 
processing power. Each node is given a delay. Additionally, it 
is also possible to have a significant other since it is always in 
the real world, with a variety of unforeseen and additional 
delays. Besides the low estimate of the time required for RTT 
retransmission, a high estimate of the real-time network and 
reach pass may help reduce the package's delay. When the 
estimate for the time is slightly larger, it is better to be low 
since a low estimate, increased network traffic, and poor 
network conditions can all contribute to delays. By sending and 
receiving information, each probe packet can help estimate the 
exact real delay. 

For closed questions, the collection, analysis, and length of 
time from the time of receiving the low are examined, and the 
amount of delay is determined based on the link. A more 
appropriate RTT parameter is determined based on the level of 
probe tomography accuracy of information and links to the 
detailed estimate of the actual delay. The RTT value is 
calculated using probes that measure the RTT by tomography 
and real delay roadshows, achieving a much more accurate 
delay than TCP. Finally, we will use the results of this 
calculation to regulate better and improve our TCP 
retransmission mechanism. By using the proposed approach, 
better estimates of RTT TCP can be made, and thus, better 
performance may be achieved. 

A.  Approach Proposed Resolution 

As RTT is the basis for accurately estimating probe 
tomography, multiple packets of burst tomography can be sent 
to different recipients using unicast protocols. These probes 
will be used to determine the answer depending on the sender 
and RTT. The following steps are followed to estimate the 
actual RTT. 

In the first step, tree topology is considered for the network. 
Leaf nodes of the tree network are selected as the destination. 
To send pairs of probe packets, multi-packet probe packets are 
burst using unicast routing. Each packet transmits information 
about each link, including when it was sent and received by 
each node, enabling a more accurate estimate of the latency of 
the links and the route. Data collection and analysis of 
transmitter probe packets and the amount of time calculated by 
the probe packet are low. The amount of packet delay is 
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calculated according to the network. During the extraction and 
analysis process, we provide accurate, real-time probe data 
packet processing at each node to estimate the actual RTT at 
each node. The information obtained from the probe packets is 
used to calculate the actual delay based on the optimal number 
of links as follows: 

Path Delay = (Tomo Delay) + ((2n-2) * (Mean Node Delay)) 

(1) 

In Eq. (1), Tomo Delay is the optimal amount of delay 
quantity for links through tomography, n is the number of 
nodes between source and destination, and mean Node Delay 
represents the average delay of processing nodes. The 
probability does not decrease if the sweep is different and has a 
different number of nodes. If there were more nodes along the 
path, the equation was recalculated. By replacing parameter 2n 
with the number of nodes and the number of nodes in the path, 
the equation is modified as follows: 

Path Delay = (Tomo Delay) + ((n_went + n_back) * (Mean 

Node Delay))   (2) 

To improve the mechanism of retransmission of TCP, the 
result calculation shows that the actual delay replaces the RTT 
value calculated by the TCP protocol so that TCP will begin 
with a more accurate estimate of RTT. In practice, more 
complete equations may be available instead of replacing the 
equation. There is, however, an additional condition that can be 
met by a simple equation to estimate the actual delay. The 
routine can be effective for a network. A better match will 
always be required in computational experiments. 

B. Evaluation of the precision of the delay  

This section provides information regarding the delay time, 
accuracy, and reliability. In addition to accurately representing 
scientific work, it indicates what they can contribute to other 
research endeavors. Estimated delay in TCP is considered an 
important issue, and its accuracy is crucial. We use the 
cumulative method to adjust and improve TCP RTT. If the 
estimates are correct, they will have a significant impact on the 

performance of the network. Statistical analysis indicates that 
the proposed method effectively predicts the delay, and the 
results indicated they would be considerable. It is, therefore, 
necessary to compare the delay used to calculate the 
cumulative delay in the proposed method with the actual delay 
by the time an estimate is made regarding the links and 
integrated. 

The complexity and variability of the network make it 
impossible to test with a definitive result. So, the effort 
involved here has been estimated at ten times. This means that 
every time, a predetermined scenario is applied to every 
package in exchange for the time a probe is sent, calculated, 
printed, and recorded at the outlet. Additionally, a comparison 
was made between the sent and received packets obtained and 
recorded, simultaneously with the actual delay time on the 
printed output. Because the two packages are sent on two 
separate paths, each package will experience two delays. 
Therefore, the two delays are calculated every time. The third 
scenario is somewhat busier in the network regarding the 
calculation. The traffic in this scenario consists of 21 TCP 
streams and 161 on-off Poisson streams transmitted over UDP. 
Statistics are collected from node one. It can be said that the 
accuracy of this method is relatively high, and errors in the 
tenth milliseconds. For more detailed calculations, each row of 
accuracy and the error rate can be calculated and then 
averaged. The packet error rate refers to the number of packets 
with errors divided by the number of packets transmitted, 
calculated by Eq. (3). 

𝑃𝐸𝑅 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑
          (3) 

Table I provides a comparison of the actual delay and delay 
calculation for two batches of the probe. This data illustrates 
the accuracy of our proposed method in estimating delays 
accurately. Similarly, Table II presents the percentage of delay 
calculation error in the proposed method for two packs of 
probe data. Analyzing this data allows us to assess the 
precision of our approach in real-world scenarios.

TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF ACTUAL DELAY AND DELAY CALCULATION FOR TWO BATCHES OF THE PROBE 

Closed computational delay the first Real delay packet first Delay calculation package II Real delay packet second 

42/5 ms 23.5 ms 10.6 ms 18.6 ms 

34.6 ms 87/6 ms 32.7 ms 92/6 ms 

5.55 ms 90/5 ms 21/6 ms 7.17 ms 

89.7 ms 11.8 ms 29/4 ms 80.4 ms 

24/8 ms 91/7 ms 81.7 ms 63/7 ms 

94/4 ms 18.5 ms 23.7 ms 65/7 ms 

34.5 ms 49/5 ms 48/6 ms 11.7 ms 

87.5 ms 08/6 ms 76/3 ms 45/3 ms 

12.6 ms 67/6 ms 22/8 ms 59/7 ms 

34.8 ms 79/7 ms 34/7 ms 8.57 ms 
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TABLE II.  PERCENTAGE OF A DELAY CALCULATION ERROR IN THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR TWO PACKS OF PROBE 

Percent packet error First Packet error percentage of the second 

60/3 percent 20.1 percent 

70/7 percent 70/5 percent 

90/5 percent 30/13 percent 

71/2 percent 80.4 percent 

60/10 percent 30.2 percent 

60/4 percent 40/5 percent 

70/2 percent 80/8 percent 

40/3 percent 90/8 percent 

20.8 percent 30.8 percent 

00/7 percent 40.6 percent 

C. The potential of network tomography-based RTT 

estimation 

In this backdrop, our proposed method offers a novel 
approach to RTT estimation, leveraging the power of network 
tomography. Traditional RTT estimation methods may 
confront limitations in accurately gauging RTT in scenarios 
with multiple physical paths, varying link delays, and changing 
network dynamics. Here, network tomography emerges as a 
promising avenue to address these challenges by providing 
end-to-end performance insights based on the measurement of 
delay characteristics. Our method, grounded in network 
tomography, introduces an additional dimension to RTT 
estimation. While advancements in networking technologies, 
such as 5G and 6G, and increased compute power contribute to 
RTT reduction, our method augments these efforts by 
enhancing accuracy and reliability. By considering link delays 
across multiple paths and leveraging network tomography's 
capabilities, our method provides a more comprehensive and 
nuanced RTT estimation. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart for actual 
RTT estimation. 

 
Fig. 1. RTT estimation. 

D. Relevance in evolving networking technologies 

The evolving networking technologies, particularly 5G and 
the anticipated 6G, demand precision in RTT estimation to 
harness their full potential. While these technologies offer low-
latency communication, our method's emphasis on accurate 
RTT estimation aligns with the quest for precision in data 
transmission. In environments where real-time applications, 
IoT devices, and mission-critical communications are 
paramount, our method's ability to adapt and estimate link 
delays across diverse paths becomes indispensable. In 
scenarios with multiple physical paths, MPTCP utilization, and 
the intricate interplay of network conditions, our method 
demonstrates its relevance by providing insights into delay 
characteristics that traditional methods may overlook. This 
nuanced estimation approach aligns well with the objectives of 
evolving networking technologies to minimize latency and 
optimize data transfer efficiency. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Simulation may take into account particular circumstances. 
Simulating and evaluating all possible scenarios is neither 
feasible nor logical. In each simulation, the actual network 
conditions should be considered, but the results should be 
reported as accurately as possible under the constraints. 
Furthermore, many scenarios are proposed for simulating 
various aspects of the proposed method. Simulations must also 
be conducted under conditions similar to those encountered in 
the review, compared with the method before using it or other 
suggested methods. In some contexts, a comprehensive 
network may not be necessary and may be subject to 
performance conditions. The algorithm is not random in nature, 
and its behavior is uncertain. Moreover, while improving the 
network from the perspective of all available parameters, other 
parameters may be affected. This is because certain 
reconciliation parameters, namely the balance between them, 
as well as improving all the parameters simultaneously, cannot 
be achieved. 

The NS2 simulator is used to simulate the proposed 
method. In order to implement several networks, OTcl is used 
to create scenarios, and C++ code is used to simulate 
algorithms and protocols. Communication between scripting 
languages should be considered in this regard. Although the 
NS2 software is available on Linux, it can be used on Windows 
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via a software interface called Cygwin, a Linux virtual 
machine that can run NS2. The proposed method is simulated 
and evaluated on a wired network at a fixed time. At this time, 
seven of eight nodes are linked to a tree with a root node 
number of zero. Fig. 2 shows this package. 

 
Fig. 2. A network of assessment. 

Each link has a queue that is a FIFO algorithm. The 
simulation was performed with three types of traffic. Traffic is 
the most crucial first tomography is used, TCP traffic that RTT 
adjustment is considered. Two types of background traffic are 
assumed as the frequency of use. CBR traffic, Poisson traffic, 
and others with entirely different features. Poisson traffic is a 
traffic accident, while CBR traffic congestion is at the rate 
specified and is absolutely certain. The CBR traffic intended as 
a background other than CBR traffic that was initially closed 
probe is used to estimate RTT TCP traffic. The proposed and 
other methods and evaluations were conducted in two different 
scenarios. 

A. Network Topology 

The experimental setup involves a wired network 
comprising nodes connected in a tree topology, with a root 
node numbered zero. The nodes are connected through links 
equipped with a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queueing algorithm. 
Two distinct scenarios are considered, each reflecting different 
aspects of network dynamics and traffic patterns. 

Scenario 1 involves a multi-traffic flow setting, where TCP 
flows are established at rates of 21 units. These TCP flows 
coexist with background traffic consisting of CBR traffic and 
Poisson traffic, which is modeled using the UDP. This scenario 
creates a dynamic and diverse network environment by 
combining TCP flows with different rates and various types of 
background traffic, such as CBR and Poisson traffic. The 
primary objective of this scenario is to thoroughly evaluate and 
assess the adaptability of the proposed method under 
conditions of varying network loads and diverse traffic types. 
Scenario 2 explores the interplay between CBR and TCP 
dynamics, where TCP flows operating at rates of 21 are 
integrated with both CBR traffic and background Poisson 
traffic. The emphasis transitions towards evaluating the 
effectiveness of the suggested approach when contending with 

clearly defined CBR traffic, contributing a heightened level of 
foreseeability to the network ambiance. This particular setting 
furnishes valuable observations regarding the method's 
proficiency in situations characterized by more predictable 
traffic arrangements. A tree topology governs data routing 
within the simulated network. The rationale behind this choice 
lies in its ability to capture a simplified representation of 
network structures, enabling controlled experimentation while 
providing a foundation for performance evaluation. 

B. Results and Analysis 

The proposed method's performance is evaluated under a 
network load with a mix of TCP flows, CBR traffic, and 
Poisson traffic in the first scenario. The goal is to assess how 
the algorithm adapts RTT adjustments to optimize network 
performance under diverse conditions. Fig. 3 and 4 illustrate 
the comparison of throughput and delay across multiple 
simulations. The results highlight the method's ability to 
maintain efficient data transfer despite varying traffic types and 
network load. The second scenario delves into the method's 
interaction with competing CBR traffic and effectiveness in a 
more deterministic setting. Fig. 5 and 6 show the throughput 
and delay comparisons. The method demonstrates its capability 
to achieve competitive performance under such conditions, 
albeit with varying degrees of effectiveness compared to 
scenario 1. The proposed method's performance is evaluated 
against different traffic types and rates in both scenarios. The 
nuanced results reflect the method's adaptability to diverse 
network conditions and the potential to optimize RTT 
adjustments effectively. The results underscore the method's 
potential to provide accurate RTT estimations and optimize 
data transmission despite varying network dynamics. As 
networking technologies evolve, our method's capacity to 
enhance RTT estimation remains relevant and valuable, 
contributing to optimizing data transfer mechanisms in the face 
of complex and diverse networking scenarios. 

Our proposed method for RTT estimation through network 
tomography offers versatile, practical applications across 
diverse contexts. In real-time communication systems, such as 
telemedicine and remote surgery, where low latency is critical 
for seamless interactions, our method ensures accurate RTT 
estimation even in complex, multi-path networks. In IoT 
deployments, where devices often rely on efficient data 
exchange for timely decision-making, our approach enhances 
network reliability by precisely estimating RTT, leading to 
optimized device communication. Furthermore, in vehicular 
networks, where vehicles exchange safety-critical information, 
our method's adaptability to changing network conditions 
ensures reliable RTT estimation, contributing to safer road 
environments. In cloud computing environments, where data 
transfer efficiency impacts application performance, our 
method aids in precise RTT estimation, leading to enhanced 
user experiences. These use cases highlight the tangible 
benefits of our proposed scheme, underscoring its potential to 
revolutionize diverse industries by improving RTT estimation 
accuracy, network reliability, and overall performance. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the throughput in the first scenario. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of the delay in the first scenario. 

While our proposed method significantly enhances TCP's 
RTT estimation, it is essential to acknowledge that our 
approach primarily focuses on improving RTT accuracy and 
reducing congestion in the absence of packet corruption. In 
cases where packet corruption occurs during transmission, the 
TCP protocol is equipped with error detection mechanisms, 
such as checksums, to identify and request retransmission of 
corrupted packets. Our work primarily complements these 

existing error detection and recovery mechanisms by providing 
more precise RTT estimations, which can lead to more 
efficient congestion control. However, in cases of severe 
packet corruption or loss, additional mechanisms at higher 
protocol layers, such as transport layer error correction codes 
or application-layer retransmission strategies, may be 
necessary to ensure data integrity and reliability. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the throughput in the second scenario. 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the delay in the second scenario. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Network tomography offers an invaluable method for 
analyzing a network's performance. To determine internal 
performance parameters, network tomography measures end-
to-end performance, as opposed to methods that are based on 
internal communication. This method has the capability of 
estimating times in the event that it is necessary to evaluate a 
protocol's performance in a network by estimating times. The 
TCP protocol can be significantly improved by properly 
estimating the RTT time. The proposed method is a relatively 
flexible method that can be performed using different settings 
and conditions, and other formulas receive different results. 
The proposed method is a valuable mechanism for different 

computer networks to estimate the rate of actual delay, which 
deals with network conditions and restrictions to ensure the 
quality of their service is targeted. 

While our method significantly improves RTT estimation, 
it may not achieve absolute accuracy due to factors such as 
network variability and unforeseen delays. The sensitivity of 
our approach to rapid network dynamics necessitates periodic 
RTT updates, but it may not capture instantaneous changes. 
Moreover, computational complexities and resource 
requirements should be considered in resource-constrained 
environments. Real-world networking scenarios can introduce 
challenges beyond modeling capabilities, and the scope of our 
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empirical evaluations may not cover all possible conditions. 
These limitations provide valuable context for the application 
and interpretation of our research findings. 
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